
NCW  Lyme Park – Great Budworth  notes  

 

Day 1: Knutsford – Great Budworth 10/8/22 

Page 67 Arley – Tabley 

Para 3 line 5: No finger post. Line 13: Footbridge no longer exists. 

Tabley – Arley 

Para 2 line 3: Footbridge no longer exists.  Line 11: no finger post 

Day 2: Alderley Edge - Knutsford 17/8/22 

Page 83 Wilmslow – Alderley Edge 

Para 1 line 21: Did not see clump of bushes, but as field was cropped over, we followed a 
beaten track round the nearest boundary. Line 25: no waymark seen, and path goes 
diagonally across recessed corner to bridge. 

Alderley Edge – Wilmslow 

Para 1 line 4: ..another stile and bear slightly left to a stile and...  Line 19: Go ahead, cut 
diagonally across the recessed boundary to the hedge corner, then continue along the same 
line up the rise… 

Para 2 line 1: Go ahead to the Macclesfield Road 

Para 3 line 7: ..go ahead to the road. 

Page 81 River Bollin - Wilmslow 

Para 1 line 6: Easier route to replace next five lines: ..down steps to the A538. Turn right 
then on the far side of the roundabout cross over and continue to a signed path on the left 
beside the hotel car park. At the hotel access road turn left, then just after the river bridge 
(by a map board?) turn right down steps on a path into the Styal Estate. 

Para 2 last sentence: Take the first path right signed Garden (?) 

Para 3 line 2: no bus stop 

Wilmslow – River Bollin 

Para 1 line 12 ..follow the path uphill to.. Line 14 no bus stop 

Para 2 line 2: ..signed for Garden. Line 3: no map board.  ..go left at T-junction, signed for 
Chapel Woods,. Line 14: no finger post. Path currently diverted a few yards to left from top of 
slope to bridge. 

Para 3 line 3 No map board (?)  Easier route to replace second and third sentences: Turn 
left then right on a signed path along the edge of the hotel car park to the A538. Turn right 
then cross over just before the roundabout and continue round to climb steps up to the left. 
Go ahead at the top...                                                                                                                   

 
 
 
 



Page 75 Shaw Heath – River Bollin 

Para 2 line 2: a small copse and over a footbridge and stile; Line 6: take the second path on 
the left, between fences, and follow it round to descend steps to a track. Turn right to cross 
over... 

River Bollin – Shaw Heath 

Para 1 line 4: Shortly after passing a kissing gate on the left, take a narrow path bearing left 
between hedges away from the runway. Follow this to a gate.. 

Para 2 line 15: ..straight ahead towards a line of oaks…  Last sentence: Cross, go ahead, 
then shortly right… 

Page 73 Tabley – Shaw Heath 

Para 3: Temporary diversion around new housing development off Parkgate Lane: 

Cross the railway and keep straight ahead to gates just before Parkgate Farm. Turn right 
into a cleared path behind the development site, following the left side of two fields then 
moving away from the boundary to descend to a bridge and stile over Birkin Brook. 

Shaw Heath – Tabley 

Para 1: Temporary diversion around new housing development off Parkgate Lane: 

..bear slightly left up the bank, following a cleared path towards the development site, then 
around the right had edge of two fields to emerge just outside the gates of Parkgate Farm.  

Turn left and follow Parkgate Lane over the railway 

 

Day 3: Lyme Park - Alderley Edge 24/8/22 

Page 99 Lyme Park – Disley Station 

- 

Disley Station to Lyme Park 

Para 1 line 22: ..signed for Overflow Car Park 

Page 97 Macclesfield Canal – Lyme Park 

Para 1 line 19:keep left where it forks, then sharp right at the top. (see note on para 2 
below). Bear left over the canal bridge then go past a caravan site...  Line 22: Take the path 
to the right..(now the right of way). Line 27: ..the farm ahead.  In the next field aim half-right... 

Lyme Park – Macclesfield Canal 

Para 1 line line 8: ..a pair of gates and ahead beside a wall.  Climb up a steep bank, 
descend to a stream then climb again and continue ahead to a wall stile. 

Para 2 line 11:  ..path around the farm...(now the right of way).  Line 13: the canal bridge to a 
track. At a junction keep right, then turn sharp left behind a hedge to join the left-hand track 
leading from the junction.  Before the next house.. (nb: the first section of the left hand track 
is not a right of way). 

Page 91 Mottram St Andrew – Macclesfield Canal 



Para 1 line 3: field.  Cross a stile and follow a track along the right hand side of the next field, 
left at the field corner, then right alongside Top o’ th’ Hill. Just before the road, turn left 
behind a hedge and exit to the B5358… 

Para 2 line 1: Cross diagonally left to a stile.. 

Macclesfield Canal – Mottram St Andrew 

Para 1 line 15: Go straight ahead to the end of the next field (ignore OS map) and exit by a 
stile in the field corner onto a track. 

Para 2 line 3: ..on the left.  Go along the edge of the first field and enter a large field.  Aim 
for..  Line 10: ..dry moat.  Follow the field edge beyond to a corner and go through a gate 
into the next field. Continue with the hedge on your left...Line 14: Cross diagonally left to a 
short path behind the opposite hedge then right on a track past Top o’ th’ Hill. Continue 
round the left field edge to a stile in the corner. Cross, and go straight ahead… 

Page 89 Alderley Edge – Mottram St Andrew 

Para 1 line 12: ..to the left, then shortly descend a bank on the right. At the bottom, go sharp 
right down steps, then up steps opposite into Daniel Hill Wood.  Follow a track to descend to 
a fence, turn left and exit by a stile. Go ahead along a field edge and cross a stile into Alder 
Wood.  Pass a post signed Hare Hill, exit by a gate… 

Para 2 line 10: to the other side then continue to a stile into the yard of Woodside Farm. Exit 
to a track, then go diagonally left to enter the paddock opposite by a gate. Exit by a stile in 
the far fence and go right down a bank to the golf course. Cross to the wood opposite and 
bear right along its edge to enter an opening on the left. Go right on meeting a track and exit 
the wood back on to the course... 

Mottram St Andrew – Alderley Edge 

Para 1 line 3: back to the course by the first left-hand exit. Continue for a short distance 
alongside the wood then bear left across the course to climb a bank. Cross a stile into a 
paddock and exit to a track. Go diagonally left into the yard of Woodside Farm and exit by a 
stile to a field.  Follow the left-hand edge.. 

Para 2 line 3: Exit and go ahead’] along the right hand fence to cross a stile into Daniel Hill 
Wood. Turn left then bear right uphill, following the track to exit down steps. Climb steps 
opposite, go immediately left up to a track, turn left on this then right past converted barns;  
Line 11: ..go right, then shortly over another stile.  Go left uphill... 


